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Strategies for Managing Is/It PersonnelIGI Global, 2003
As IT staff shortages are being experienced worldwide, with a huge gap between the number of positions available for IS/IT workers and the number of available qualified workers to fill them. The major factors that have contributed to the IS/IT crisis include lack of understanding of the career orientations of IS personnel; high IS staff...
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Programming Amazon Web Services: S3, EC2, SQS, FPS, and SimpleDBO'Reilly, 2008
Building on the success of its storefront and fulfillment services, Amazon now allows businesses to "rent" computing power, data storage and bandwidth on its vast network platform. This book demonstrates how developers working with small- to mid-sized companies can take advantage of Amazon Web Services (AWS) such as the Simple Storage...
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Technological Turf Wars: A Case Study of the Computer Antivirus IndustryTemple University Press, 2008
Computer security is a technical and social problem. It is just as much about social relationships as it is about computers as tools. Internet security professionals are as concerned with how people use information as they are with how machines manipulate and process that information. This book is a case study of how the knowledge systems...
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The Fractal Structure of Data Reference: Applications to the Memory HierarchySpringer, 2000
For purposes of understanding its performance, a computer system is traditionally viewed as a processor coupled to one or more disk storage devices, and driven by externally generated requests (typically called transactions). Over the past several decades, very powerful techniques have become available to the performance analyst attempting to...
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Handbook of Plastic OpticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	This volume is the only book to describe in detail all aspects of plastic optics from design issues to production technology and quality control aspects. Throughout, the focus is firmly set on practical applications, making this an indispensable source of information for all those working in optics research and development.
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Multimedia Encryption and Authentication Techniques and Applications (Internet and Communications)Auerbach Publications, 2006

	Recent advances in digital communications and storage technologies
	have brought major changes for consumers. High-capacity hard disks
	and DVDs can store large amounts of audiovisual data. In addition, faster
	Internet connection speeds and the emerging high bitrate DSL connections
	provide sufficient bandwidth for entertainment...
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Deploying Raspberry Pi in the ClassroomApress, 2016

	Learn how to deploy Raspberry Pi computers in a classroom or lab situation and how to navigate the hardware and software choices you face.


	Deploying Raspberry Pi in the Classroom equips you with the skills and knowledge to plan and execute a deployment of Raspberry Pi computers in the classroom.  Teachers and IT...
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Topology for Computing (Cambridge Monographs on Applied and Computational Mathematics)Cambridge University Press, 2005
Written by a computer scientist for computer scientists, this book teaches topology from a computational point of view, and shows how to solve real problems that have topological aspects involving computers.  Such problems arise in many areas, such as computer graphics, robotics, structural biology, and chemistry.  The author starts from the basics...
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CNET Do-It-Yourself Home Networking ProjectsMcGraw-Hill, 2007
You may be thinking that home networking is so ubiquitous there could not possibly be anything new or different to do with this interconnected marvel of now everyday technology. You can surf the Web on any of two to three PCs, upload and download photos, fill an MP3 player to the brim, and chat with your friends and family via IM—what more...
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QuickTime for the Web: For Windows and Macintosh, Third Edition (QuickTime Developer Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
QuickTime is the industry standard for developing and distributing multimedia content on the Web and CD-ROM, for both Windows and Macintosh computers. Its powerful, extensible software architecture lets you deliver state-of-the-art digital content over the Web or on CD-ROM.

This third edition of the best-selling and award-winning...
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Kingpin: How One Hacker Took Over the Billion-Dollar Cybercrime UndergroundCrown, 2011

	Former hacker Kevin Poulsen has, over the past decade, built a reputation as one of the top investigative reporters on the cybercrime beat. In Kingpin, he pours his unmatched access and expertise into book form for the first time, delivering a gripping cat-and-mouse narrative—and an unprecedented view into the twenty-first...
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Parallel Programming with Intel Parallel Studio XE (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012

	Nearly all the computers sold today have a multi-core processor, but only a small number of applications are written to take advantage of the extra cores. Most programmers are playing catch-up. A recent consultation with a group of senior programming engineers revealed the top three hurdles in adopting parallelism: the challenges of porting...
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